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Introduction 

These investigations included studies just as examinations of 
companion checked on articles and have presumed that at any rate 
97% of effectively distributing environment researchers around the 
planet concur that human exercises have added to rising worldwide 
temperatures. Despite the fact that studies show that numerous 
Americans stay doubtful toward contentions and proof set forth by 
environment researchers, reports recommend that faith in an Earth- 

wide temperature boost has filled consistently in the twenty-first 
century. As indicated by yearly surveys led by Gallup, the public's 
conviction that a dangerous atmospheric devotion is brought about by 
human movement, that environmental change has started to produce 
results, and that a worldwide temperature alteration will before long 
represent a genuine danger has expanded since 2001. Analysts have 
noticed a solid connection be tween’s kin's political affiliations and 
their degrees of concern with respect to an Earth-wide temperature 

boost and acknowledgment of environment science. An aggregate of 
64% of all Americans surveyed announced a conviction that human 
movement adds to a dangerous atmospheric deviation in 2018, which 
included 89% of Democrats, 62% of free thinkers, and 35 percent of 
Republicans. Likewise, 91% of Democrats reacted that they stressed 
essentially over an unnatural weather change, contrasted with 62% of 
free thinkers and 33 percent of Republicans. Leftists additionally 
detailed a lot higher certainty (86%) that researchers have arrived  at 
an agreement that a worldwide temperature alteration is genuine than 

Republicans (42%). Gallup's surveying further shows that individuals 
age 55 and more seasoned are almost certain than more youthful 
respondents to accept that the media overstates the danger of 
environmental change. Doubters of an Earth-wide temperature boost 
and environmental change have noticed that Earth has encountered 
repeating changes to its environment designs for centuries and that 
new climatic move are not as extreme as demonstrated or essentially a 
result of human action alone. Environment researchers battle that such 

doubt may originate from a reluctance to confront the extent of the 
danger presented to the planet by human action. Also, traditionalist 
givers, including a few establishments set up by rich families, have 
contributed a lot of cash to associations that advance environmental 
change forswearing. Establishments connected to the unmistakable 
Koch family, for instance, given more than $100 million to such 
associations somewhere in the range of 1997 and 2015, as revealed by 
the natural association Greenpeace. Regardless of whether  all 

citizenry concurred that worldwide temperatures are rising and people 
are the reason, the difficulties established by environmental change 
come up short on an undeniable arrangement. No environment model 
formed by researchers to graph environment designs has had 100% 
precision in anticipating changes. Notwithstanding, researchers keep 
on refining their strategies to create more solid information. Most 
environment models neglected to foresee a log jam in rising 
temperatures toward the start of the twenty-first century. A few 

forecasts have additionally belittled dangers. In its underlying 

appraisal of rising ocean levels in 1990, the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) initially foreseen an ocean level ascent of 1.9 

millimeters each year from that year forward. In any case, concentrates 
by NASA have uncovered that ocean levels have truth be told increased 
at a pace of 3.2 millimeters each year. The study of environmental 
change is perplexing to the point that a few activities that appear to be 
useful may cause harm in the long haul. Probably the most strong 
ozone harming substances, HFCs and PFCs, are ordinarily utilized as 

substitutes for different synthetic compounds called 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), which were eliminated somewhere in the 
range of 1989 and 1996 on the grounds that they harmed the ozone 
layer. Thusly, the very cycle that tackled one ecological issue—ozone 
harm—added to another. 

Reasons for Climate Change 
Earth's environment contains different gases that go about as a cover to 
trap heat from the sun and keep it from getting away once more into 

space. This cycle is known as the nursery impact, and the gases are 
alluded to as ozone harming substances. The fundamental ozone 
depleting substances that happen in nature are carbon dioxide, methane, 
and nitrous oxide. Without the nursery impact, the planet would be too 
cold to even consider supporting life. Over the long haul, the measure 
of ozone depleting substances caught in Earth's climate has expanded 
altogether, making overall temperatures rise. Characteristic cycles on 
Earth continually make and obliterate ozone depleting substances. The 

rot of plant and creature matter, for instance, produces carbon dioxide, 
which plants at that point assimilate during photosynthesis. This 
common cycle keeps the degree of carbon dioxide in the climate 
genuinely steady. Movements in the planet's hull and changes in sea 
designs sway climate, as do vacillations in the sun's yield of radiation. 
Volcanic movement likewise influences the environment since 
emissions release ozone depleting substances and different 
contaminations into the climate. Environmental change researchers at 

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and other 
government and worldwide offices perceive that these normal 
components keep on assuming a part in environmental change however 
battle that the effect of these variables alone doesn't  clarify  the 
generous ascent in Earth's temperature. Characteristic reasons for 
environmental change are alluded to as neurogenic, while human-made 
reasons for environmental change are alluded to as anthropogenic. 
Earth's vegetation delivers and retains in excess of 200 billion metric 

huge loads of carbon dioxide yearly. Human exercises, like the 
consuming of petroleum derivatives, add an additional seven billion 
metric tons each year. Over the long haul, these increments have 
dramatically affected the climate. In the previous 150 years, the 
grouping of carbon dioxide in the environment has ascended by in 
excess of 30%. Deforestation has likewise assumed a part in this 
increment by taking out woods that would somehow retain huge loads 
of carbon dioxide. Expanded degrees of other ozone harming 

substances, for example, nitrous oxide and methane have likewise come 
about because of human exercises. A few rural and mechanical 

exercises,  like  the  utilization  of  specific  composts   in  horticulture, produce nitrous oxide. Methane discharges come from the creation of 
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petroleum derivatives, from landfills, and from animals. These gases 
may cause significantly more mischief than carbon dioxide, despite the 
fact that less of them exist, since they have a lot more prominent 
impact per beat on Earth's temperature. Methane, for instance, is an 

ozone depleting substance that is multiple times as powerful as carbon 
dioxide. Starting in October 2015, a methane gas spill from a 
California storage space vented around five billion cubic feet of gas 
into the climate. The hole required over a quarter of a year to seal and 
was at long last covered on February 18, 2016. The episode established 
the biggest unplanned release of ozone harming substances in US 
history, delivering what could be compared to the yearly fumes 
emanations from 572,000 autos. People have made and  delivered 

ozone harming substances that don't happen in nature. These 
incorporate hydro fluorocarbons (HFCs), per fluorocarbons (PFCs), 
and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). These gases, delivered during such 
modern cycles as aluminum creation and electrical transmission, have  
a large number of times more noteworthy impact on the planet's 
temperature than carbon dioxide. 
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mentioned previously, the use of Remote Sensing could be a promising 

tool for qualification of all national and international limnic surfaces 

related to these limnic entities. Consequently, surface temperatures 

(LST) are the temperatures that could be measured using earth 

observation satellite sensors; they only concern the upper part of the 

earth. Used mainly to measure climatic impacts on glaciers, vegetation 

[19,20], these meet the need for forecasting or prediction of changes 

particularly in semi-arid countries whose climate unpredictability  

often leads to sudden changes particularly in precipitation regimes 

(thunderstorms, floods). The computation of the LST however is not 

simple but rather requires many numerical treatments like the Split- 

Window (SW) and [21] algorithms and the Single Channel (SC) 

algorithm [19,22]. 

Geographical and socio-economic context 

The region characterized by a Park regrouping around 51 communes 

and 5 local communities with a surface of 176 000 hectares (1760 

km²). This park is dedicated to the management and protection of the 

natural space that houses two nature reserves (Chérine and Foucault). 

It includes a total of 4500 ponds and a few hundred inland marshes 

(Figure 1). Ponds are regrouped in a chain form of which most are 

private. The main activity related to these water bodies is aquaculture 

(trout, carp) producing 1350 tons per year from which a large part of 

which is exported  to  international  markets  (Germany).  The  region  

is distinguished by its recreational and therefore touristic potential 

especially during the summer period. 

The favorable geological characteristics of the region (granite: clay 

and sandstone with medium permeability) for pond development and 

water stagnation has amply favored the development of a relatively 

dense network of small artificial  water  bodies ultimately giving rise  

to an area called “The land of ponds” (26000). The presence of Claise 

and Creuse as major rivers has probably a strong role as a factor of 

development for these entities due to potential water exchanges that can 

feed these support aquifers and therefore promote the development of 

these water bodies. In terms of climate, the region is characterized by a 

strong oceanic influence marked by average annual rainfall of about X 

mm and average temperatures of X°C. 

Research Methodology 

Two stages were devoted for measuring the main climatic parameters 

in order to characterize the impact of the Brenne water bodies on the 

local climate. A first phase consisted of direct measurement using 

adapted instrumentation (four Vantage Pro weather stations installed 

around the area in order to pin point and precisely identify perceptible 

changes) coupled to direct measurements on a regular grid of surface 

temperatures using a material of type Testo 625 with precision ± 0.5°C 

(Figure 2). Measurements were conducted at a height of 210 cm over the 

entire northern part of the Brenne Park. This first phase made it possible 

to note primary observations thus enabling us to carry out thermal 

zoning at the scale of the ponds zone at first step and to potentially 

validate the results of calculations extracted from satellite imagery. 

The second phase was oriented towards the determination of surface 

temperatures using indirect techniques (remote sensing). A total of four 

missions were used to calculate surface temperatures. Four Landsat 8 

TIRS images from 1987, 2002, 2014 and 2018 were chosen respectively 

and thermal bands 10 and 11 of each were selected. Treatments were 

carried out using the Split-Window algorithm, the latter  was  chosen 

for estimation of surface temperatures with a 30 m spatial resolution 

corresponding to that of Landsat 8. The estimation of the LST required 

the OLI bands (4-5) for the estimation of the Earth's surface emissivity 

(LSE) by the FCV "Fractional Cover Vegetation". The chosen algorithm 

combines the brightness temperatures of bands 10 and 11 with the LSE. 

The Single-Channel algorithm will be applied to the Landsat TM6 band 

5 and 7 to estimate the LST per pixel. Our adopted methodological 

approach is presented in Figure 3. The characteristics of the satellite 

imageries used for this study are presented in Table 1 whereas the values 

of thermal constants, coefficients used and emissivity are presented in 

Tables 2, 3 and 4. The following equations were sequentially applied for 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Location of the study area (La Brenne). 
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With           (8) 

 

 
 

the calculation of the main parameters that lead to the estimation of 
the LST. 

Calculation of the spectral radiance 

The spectral radiance estimates for the LANDSAT 5 and LANDSAT 

i  vi Pv   si 1 Pv di (4) 

With: LES (εi): Emissivity of the chosen band (i=11, i=10, i=6), εvi 
and εsi: Emissivities of vegetation and land (Table 4), Pv: Vegetation 

proportion (Equation 5), Dεi : For a flat surface. 

7 satellites was calculated using the following transformation equation: di  0, Pv  NDVI  NDVImin / NDVImax  NDVImin ² (5) 

L   Lmin  Lmax  / CNmax B and 6  Lmin (1) Where: NDVI min and NDVI 
 
 

max are obtained from the statistics of 

With: L6: Spectral Radiance in watts/(m2 × srad × µm), Lmax: 

Maximal Spectral Radianceofthechosenband, Lmin: Minimal Spectral 
Radiance of the chosen band, CNmax = Qcalmax – Qcalmin = Difference 
of the max and min value of the digital count, Another transformation 
equation applied to the image of the TIRS sensor to calculate the TOA 

spectral (Top of Atmosphere). 

the concerned study area. For dεi which includes the effects linked to 

the geometric distribution of heterogeneous natural surfaces, a good 

approximation is provided by Sobrino et al. 

d i  (1  si)  1 Pv F   vi (6) 

By combining equations (1) and (3) the surface emissivity (LES) 
can be obtained by: 

L  ML  Qcal   
 AL (2) 

i  mPv  n (7) 

With: Lλ: Top of Atmospheric Radiance in watts/ (m2 × srad 

×  µm),  ML:  Multiplicative  renormalization  factor  of  the specified m vi si   (1 si)   F vi 

band (Radiance_mult_band_10/11), Q 
 

cal 
: band 10/ 11 image, AL: and n   si  (1  si)  F   vi (9) 

Additive renormalization factor of the specified band (radiance_add_ 

band_10/11). 

Calculation of brightness temperature (BT) 

From the radiance, the brightness temperature (TB) is calculated 

F is the form factor obtained by assuming an average of the values 

of different geometric distributions; it is theoretically between 0 and 1. 

The adopted value is 0.55. 

Average and differencebetweenε10 et ε11 of LANDSAT 8 
using the following formula: 

TBi  K2 / Ln 1K1/ L  (3) 

Average : 

Difference : 

  10  11 / 2 

  10  11 

(10) 

(11) 

With TBi: Brightness temperature (i=11 i=10 i=6), K1 and K2: 

calibration constant (Table 2), Lλ: Layer of spectral radiance. 

Estimation of emissivity 

The calculation of the emissivity is based on the following general 
equation: 

Surface temperatures of LANDSAT 5 and LANDSAT 7 

The LSTwillbecalculatedforthe LANDSAT 5 TM andLANDSAT 7 

ETM + images, using a single band (thermal B6) through the brightness 

temperature correction equation by introducing the properties of the 

real objects and emissivity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Thermal measurement protocol applied to the Foucault space for field measurements. 
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Captures Number of images No. of Bands Used bands Resolution (m) Pat/Raw 

TM 2 7 B3 & B4 & B6 30 (B1-B7) 120 (B6)  

 
202/037 

ETM+ 1 8 B3 & B4 & B6H 30 (B1-B7) 60 (B6H) 

OLI 
1 

9 B4 & B5 30 Sauf le panchromatique 

TIRS 2 B10 & B11 100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 2: Value of thermal constants K1 and K2. 

Table 1: Meta-data of satellite images. 
 

which gives the results coming from treatment of the satellite images a 

high degree of reliability. This treatment has shown an upward trend of 

this parameter throughout the region with very clear contrasts both in 

time and space. In fact, relatively mild temperatures in 1987 are rising 

over the last thirty years, thus marking a gradual but felt warming 

throughout the region (Figure 4). 

Several observations can be made the four satellite imagery based 
established thermal maps. 

•  An increasing warming trend over the  last  forty years  (Figure 

5). This trend shows relative stability from 2016 where average 

temperatures exceed 30°C. 

•  A  clear  thermal  difference  between  the  ponds  zone,  which  

is characterized by relatively lower temperatures from the 

surrounding agricultural areas of higher temperatures (Figures 6 

and 7). 
Table 3: Value of the co-efficients used in the SW algorithm. 

 

Emissivity Band 10 Band 11 

 S 0,971 0,977 

V 0,987 0,989 

Table 4: Emissivity value. 
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al (thermal) disparities appear; these evolve with distance from 

water bodies (Figure 8). 

The spatial variability of temperature at the scale of the area shows 

well the effect of ponds on the local climate which results in a thermal 

zoning of small extension particularly around the water bodies whose 

number exceeds 4000 ponds at scale of the of Brenne park. The thermal 

envelopes around the ponds tend to evolve gradually first temporally 

then spatially (Figure 9). 

Capture and Bands K1 K2 

TM (B6) 607,76 1260,56 

ETM+ (B6) 666,09 1282,71 

TIRS (B10) 774,89 1321,08 

TIRS (B11) 480,89 1201,14 

 

Constant Value 

C0 -0,268 

C1 1,378 

C2 0,183 

C3 54,300 

C4 -2,238 

C5 -129,200 

C6 16,400 
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constant 1,439 × 10², TB: Brightness Temperature 

Surface temperature of LANDSAT 8 

Finally, for the LANDSAT 8 OLI and TIRS data, the double 

-Windows algorithm was used (Equation 11) allowing the combination 

of the TBs obtained for the TIRS sensor bands 10 and 11, and also the 

emissivity extracted from the red and near infrared bands of the OLI 

sensor. 

LST  TB10  C1TB10  TB11  C2 TB10  TB11  C0  C3  C 4W 1  C5  C 6W  (13) 

With: TB10 et TB11 Brightness temperatures of bands 10 and 11, 

C0-C9: Split-Window coefficient values (Table 3), ε: Average LES, ∆ε: 

Difference de LES, W: Atmospheric content of water vapor (g.cm-2) 

= 0.013 [Source: Meteorological Observatory of Dept. of Agricultural 

Meteorological, Ranchi Agricultural College, Birsa Agricultural 

University, Ranchi]. 

Results and Discussion 

The treatment of the four satellite images and the calculation of 

surface temperatures made it possible to map temperatures at the 

Brennoise region scale and to measure the degree of influence of the 

water bodies on the local climate. The high density of ponds in the area 

is not without consequence on local temperatures at least around the 

water bodies. The comparative analysis of the temperatures measured 

with the help of the MeteoFrance stations and with our own stations 

only show very small differences which hardly exceed the temperature, 

The numerous temperature measurements conducted on field at 

different times of the year have confirmed the presence of an influential 

climate zone (freshness) with contours and a variable intensity (Figure 

10a). For the Grey-Cold-Windy weather, ponds possess a low influence. 

The latter can onlybe noticed at the scale of temperature extremes values 

that remain very moderate within the ponds. Nevertheless, performed 

measurements for this weather type make it possible to highlighting the 

role of ponds, (even minimal) in the local climatic variability. 

The weather type Grey-Fresh with fog, shows sufficiently clear net 

differences between several zones in the Brenne (Figure 10b). This zoning, 

in terms of temperature is mainly based on the land occupation pattern 

(zone of ponds, urbanized zones, forests, etc.). Despite noticing the 

mentioned differences, the Grey-Fresh with fog weather type doesn’t allow 

the observation or the conclusion of clear trends. Seldom, we can confirm 

the presence of a clear homogeneousity and sufficiently apparent clear 

variabilities within the zone of ponds. 

The temperature presents a spatial repartition diagram that perfectly 

matches the geometry of ponds for the Grey-Fresh weather type. Likewise, 

the highest values are registered  outside  the  ponds and  lowest  values 

are found above the ponds. Recorded average values  for  this  weather 

type are included between 10 ˚C and 16 ˚C. The spatial limit varies in a 

very balanced fashion on both sides of the concerned ponds (a balanced 

volume). A spatial limitation remains difficult to determine even if a very 

clear halo is formed around the two large ponds of Foucault and Thomas 

and the middle pond of Pifaudière (Figure 10c). 
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Figure 4: Maps of estimated surface temperatures from four satellite images 1987, 2002, 2016 and 2018 dates. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Applied methodological approach for the determination of Brenne surface temperatures. 
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Figure 6: Thermal profile (2002) above the Gabrière pond. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Comparative analysis of surface temperatures since 1987. 
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Figure 8: Thermal lines within the park's territory where spatial (thermal) disparities appear and evolve with distance from water bodies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Thermal profiles in line with the Gabrière pond. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Localization of thermal profiles and estimation of the influence envelope of the ponds on the ambient temperature. 
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Figure 10b: Interpolation of temperature measurements and profiles for the Brenne 16/02/2017 (Soft-Gray with Fog). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10c: Interpolation of temperature measurements and its profiles for eddy ponds for the 21/03/2017 (Rainy Cool Gray). 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10a: Interpolation of temperature measurements and its profiles for the Brenne 10/02/2017 (Type of weather: Gray-Cold-Windy). 
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Graph 1: The degree of influence of heat envelops. 

 

 
 

 

It can be seen that, for the Clear-Mild weather (sunny with light 

winds), the differences are moderate between the minimum and 

maximum values and that the spatial evolution shows two large zones. 

A zone of low values, that towards the three ponds of Foucault, Thomas 

and Chat and another that concerns the rest of the measurement area. 

The drawn profiles of South-North orientation further solidify this 

finding (Figure 10d). 

Thus, according to the type of weather, the seasons and the year, 

these envelopes witness evolving expansions either by widening or 

decreasing. The temperature differences between the pond areas and 

the surrounding lands are relatively consistent neighboring sometimes 

the 4-5°C. These differences reflect the participation of water bodies  

in the process temperature reduction either through partial energy 

consumption to evaporate a quantity of stored water or by heat 

exchanges with the atmosphere. Depending on the size of the water 

body, the degree of influence is relatively important giving rise to heat 

envelopes as shown in the Graph 1. 

Conclusion 

Globally and with respect to the concordance of the results 

obtained by the two approaches (direct by temperature acquisition 

through measurements of adopted instrumentations and indirect by 

remote sensing), the Brenne ponds can function as a continuous set 

with a unified functionality for several zones. With a number that 

revolves around 4500 ponds, energy exchanges between water and the 

atmosphere are significant, especially during the summer period; these 

in turn are translated in the development of a climatic envelope that 

can at a minimum partially influence the local climate resulting in a 

micro climate characteristics to these entities whose feeling on humans 

is proven. The temperature rises recorded over the last  forty years 

have resulted in a strong anchoring of the heat envelopes, at a larger 

scale one may even talk about a climatic envelope or even a significant 

extension of these zones therefore raising ponds to a unique degree of 

consideration under any climatic approach. 

Temperatures show a significant increasing trend from 1987 until 

2016 in and following 2016 these tend to stabilize or even regress 

slightly into 2018. Despite their changing trends temperatures have not 

altered the thermal envelopes induced by the ponds. The use of remote 

sensing has made it possible to generalize the observation and measure 

the extent of these events at the regional level. Thus, the region enjoys 

a particular climatic character attenuated locally by the high density of 

ponds which are concentrated in the sector of thepark. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10d: Interpolation of temperature measurements and its profiles for eddy ponds for the 24/04/2017 (Nice Mild (sunny light wind). 
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